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Author(s) : VESEY-FITZGERALD, B.

Book : The book of the dog. 1948 pp.1039 pp.

Abstract :  A BOOK which, according to its editor, sets out to be "as complete as possible,
" and which is composed of assorted articles by some 60 different authors, can hardly be

expected to be of equal quality throughout, nor is it surprising that it presents a certain
amount of conflicting opinion and advice. The Book of the Dog is indeed encyclopaedic in
scope; it includes articles on almost every subject of canine interest, ranging over the
origin and history of the domestic dog, breeding and management, training
types of work, descriptions of over a hundred breeds of dog, and information on shows
and kennel clubs. There are, however, some curious omissions, the most conspicuous of
which, to the scientist, is the absence of any chapter on the genetics of the dog, despite
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the large amount of research which has been done in this field, particularly in relation to
the inheritance of coat colour. The article on " Breeding for show " by W. L. McCandlish, is
unscientific, and even anti-scientific in parts, and is not balanced by any article on modern
scientific methods of breeding. 
A chapter on scientific dietetics would also have been welcome, and Drs R. and R. Menzel,
who contribute an interesting article on the pariah dog, might have been prevailed upon
to write a review of scientific work on canine behaviour and psychology. The latter subject

is dealt with briefly by Dr Vevers and at some length by Captain Liakoff as part of his article
on " Guide dogs for the blind. " This is undoubtedly one of the most absorbing articles in
the book; his discussion of canine psychology is not, however, entirely scientific in
approach, and contains several errors of fact, such as the statement that sheepdogs are
trained " by using the instinct of imitation. " Incidentally, the sheepdog, like the guide dog,
has on occasion to use its own initiative to achieve the end desired by its handler, rather
than giving blind obedience to command; it hardly seems reasonable to describe similar

behaviour on the part of the trained guide dog as " disobedience, " since it is faithfully
doing as it has been taught to do. The difference in principle between the training of
guide dogs and training for other purposes is hardly as great as Captain Liakoff would
have us believe. His comments on the attempted grading of dogs for " intelligence " are
admirable, and might well be considered by those concerned with similar grading of
human beings. 
The article by Dr G. M. Vevers " On the phylogeny, domestication, and bionomics of the
dog " is one of the most satisfying in the book, covering the allotted ground with accuracy
of detail and ease of style; and no devotee of other breeds will resent Dr Vevers' unfailing
partisanship for the Bull Terrier. His warning about breeding for dangerous exaggerations
in the name of show points is exceedingly welcome and timely. 
The article by R. C. G. Hancock on accident and disease is probably as satisfactory as could
be provided in a short space, although in connection with worm remedies more exact
information on accurate dosage by weight would have been an asset. 
Space does not permit a detailed review of the 119 articles on the different breeds, but
the article by Mrs B. Lee Booker on the Great Dane deserves special mention for its
attention to scientific knowledge of coat colour inheritance, totally ignored by other
authors, and for its useful short list of recommended books on the breed. 
Many foreign breeds, little known in Britain, have articles devoted to them, which adds
greatly to the interest of the book. No Russian breeds (other than that artistocratic
emigrant, the Borzoi) are described, not even the well-known Owtchar, nor is there any
mention in other sections of the book of the Soviet dog-breeders' organization and their
flourishing shows and journal. 
The attention paid to Working Collies and Welsh Sheepdogs is refreshing in a book also
dealing with show dogs, though it hardly justifies the total omission of the Show Collie,
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especially as the Yellow Labrador, which is not a separate breed, has a chapter to itself. 
Information on export, overseas canine journals, quarantine regulations, etc. such as that
given before the war in the Practical Dog Book by E. C. Ash, would have been particularly
useful at the present time in view of the Kennel Club's export drive. 
The book is very well produced and exceUently illustrated. Its value as a reference book is
enhanced by lists of breed societies and of canine societies in the British Isles
devoted to dogs, of kennel clubs throughout the world, by a glossary of canine terms and

a bibliography of canine literature, and by indexes of breeds, of books and journals
quoted, and of general subjects. M. BURNS.
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